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Silvercity Holding AB presents “Project Björkudden”
37,000 sqm of land under detailed planning for senior housing,
LSS housing, preschool and residential area. Estimated construction start 2022
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Project Björkudden's main goal is to create an idyllic senior home just outside the cityscape, which we believe
will be appreciated by the elderly. The residential area with its 32 pcs 2 rooms and kitchen on the ground
floor will be a practical accommodation for the elderly who remain independent. Each apartment has a
terrace and plot which will be appreciated, the service house G 225 S across the road will be a significant
part of the elderly's everyday life. There they can meet up together and continue to have fellowship in the
autumn of age. The elderly home Eden G 1100 TP is a home for the elderly who need more personal help
and adaptation with all facilities such as food / meeting rooms, offices etc.
G 445 TP LSS Accommodation is designed in 2 levels and has homes that are adapted for people with
physical or mental disabilities.

Preschool (Max ridge height 6 m)
Nature park
Senior housing (Max ridge height 10,5 m)
Parking
LSS housing (Max ridge height 10,5 m)
Residential area B (Houses, Max ridge height 10,5 m)
Residential area A (Apartments Max ridge height 10,5 m)

Building permit act

ESTIMATED START OF CONSTRUCTION IN 2022 BY PRESCHOOL, SENIOR HOUSING AND HOUSING

The other part of the rental housing can be rented by employees who work with the nursing home and the
preschool. The idyllic environment and proximity to, among other things, shops, gyms, golf, fishing etc. and
that the area is still close to surrounding cities such as Arboga, Örebro etc. the residential area will attract
younger couples and families with children who want modern living in a rural environment at a resonable
rental costs.
The preschool G 445 S Hedenhös with a capacity of about 40 children will soon be filled with playful and curious
children. The wonderful nature the children get to experience during their first educational years, an experience
they will bring with them into life. Combining a preschool and senior homes in the same area will offer a lot of joy
for both the young and the elderly, the staff at the preschool and nursing home will have a peaceful workplace
with happy children and elderly. Access to nearby rental housing also simplifies life for the staff.
During the autumn of 2020, work will begin on building 30 villas in Björkudden, where the moved in
families will need the infrastructure such as the Hedenhös preschool.

Project Björkudden
Build area apr. 7000 sqm

ENVIRONMENTAL THINKING IN NEW BUILDING

We have come to the point where we need to start thinking about how to treat “Mother Earth”, and it's not just about
how we live today. How do we want the world to look like for future generations? Therefore, it is very important to
utilize the environmentally friendly products and resources that actually exist in construction technology today. Therefore, we at Villa Maria have decided that environmental thinking in new house construction is not only a long-term
goal, but already today possible to carry out with the products and technology that are already available.
A key issue is always the price picture when it comes to environmentally friendly construction, it is often believed
that it entails higher costs to build environmentally friendly and maintenance-free. But we at Villa Maria can
prove the opposite. A Ytong Stone House from Villa Maria costs not more than a traditional wooden house.
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FREE FROM ALLERGY SUBSTANCES
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The main constituents of Ytong boulders are sand, water and lime and the finished product consists of about
80% stagnant air in tightly closed pores, so Ytong does not contain any of the materials that can give rise to
radon. The result is a 100% recyclable and inorganic product that is, among other things, diffusion-open,
non-combustible and has good heat-insulating values. The lambda value for Ytong is only 0.08 W / mK
(its lower lambda value the better insulation material).
Ytong can be used in both load-bearing and non-load-bearing structures. Assembly is done with thin joint glue
and without reinforcement, which minimizes the risk of cold bridges and thus simplifies the regulation of the
indoor climate. In Ytong's boulders, there is a perfect balance between insulation, tightness and thermal inertia.
This leads to a healthy and pleasant indoor climate where differences in temperatures during the day become
even and pleasant thanks to the good heat accumulation ability. When building with Ytong boulders, you build
with a flexible, inorganic material that is completely free of allergenic substances. Ytong with its high strength
and very low weight means a significantly lower carbon footprint in connection with transport. It should also be
mentioned that the risk of fire / spread is minimal because stone cannot burn.

COMFORTABLE SOUND CLIMATE
In a Villa Maria Ytong - Stone House you have a very pleasant sound climate. The outer walls
are in 365mm Ytong - lightweight concrete, which contributes to a minimal noise level from the
outside. All interior walls are in Ytong, which reduces the sound spread internally between the
rooms in the house. The floor between the floors is also made of aerated concrete, which
contributes to a significantly reduced noise level between the floors. This can be compared with
a traditional wooden floor that has a significantly higher decibel number.

Villa Maria G 60 BSB
2 & 3 storey house

Villa Maria G 60 BSB
house
plans bostadshus
2 & 3 storey

Villa Maria G 60 BSB
house
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MAINTENANCE FREE
Ytong - lightweight concrete is an excellent plaster carrier. No intermediate layers or complicated
constructions are needed here to get a classic plastered facade. This means that you as the
owner do not have to think about any maintenance of the facade for the next 25 years. We
have chosen windows from German Drutex, which is one of Europe's largest windows and
door manufacturers. Their PVC 3-glazed windows have a very good U-value (0.8) and are
maintenance-free. They do not lose any color shade over the years, which means that your
windows have the same color in 25 years as the day you moved into your house.

ENERGY EFFICIENT

G 1100 TP Senior housing

Villa Maria Ytong - lightweight concrete house has fantastic properties in terms of insulation,
it is a “sluggish” material which means that it keeps the heat out in the summer and the cold
out in the winter. In combination with underfloor heating and FTX-Ventilation, you get very
low energy costs.

G 1100 TP Senior housing

G 1100 TP Senior housing
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G 445 S Preschool
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30 plots ready for construction
for Villa Maria House

About 5 km from Björkudden is the small village
Lunger, with a nostalgic ICA store where you can buy
the most necessary groceries.

In Kuggenäs by Hjälmarens beach, oaks, lindens, hazel
and other deciduous trees grow. Here you can walk on
paths or walk around on your own among the trees.

37,000 sqm of land under detailed planning
for senior housing, LSS housing, preschool
and residential area. Estimated construction start 2022.




















































Arboga Golf Club is 12 km from Björkudden. A varied
park and forest course with nice greens.
Restaurant and kiosk by hole 10 are open every day.

In Lunger 5 km from Björkudden there is also a gym of
200 square meters. In addition to all fitness equipment,
there is a spa area with whirlpool and infrared sauna etc.









 








 
 






 






 
















Björkudden’s Canvas / Glamping Hotel.
A mix between staying in a hotel and camping
A: Tent 2 pers (8 pcs)
B: Tent 4-5 pers (4 pcs)
A: Tent 2 pers suit (1 pcs)
D: Kitchen, BBQ, Common area
E: Bath, Boat dock
F: Toilet (Fombustion)
G: Floating bridge

Björkudden is idyllically located by the Lake Hjälmaren, a stone's throw from the nature
reserve Kuggenäs. With large common areas for swimming and outdoor life.
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